Knoll Project Profile

The Southeastern Spine Institute
The Southeastern Spine Institute is the largest medical practice in South Carolina specializing in spine care, and the only medical facility in the state dedicated exclusively to spinal surgery, artificial disc replacement and common spine ailments. When Southeastern Spine constructed this 22,600-square-foot ambulatory surgical center at a new location in Mount Pleasant, SC, the group worked with Corporate Concepts, Inc. to select the Knoll Reff® office system for its nurses stations, private offices and meeting rooms. Reff provided Southeastern Spine with proven quality, flexibility, technology management and a classic aesthetic.

With an eye towards casegoods precision, Reff is a beautifully-proportioned wood furniture platform. For this project, warm veneers were selected throughout. A nurses station, cover, with Reff workstations, Chadwick chairs, Calibre storage and Reuter overheads gives shape to the work area in support of exam rooms and doctors’ offices. One such office, left, is fitted with a freestanding Reff desk, storage and overheads. An environmentally-friendly Life chair provides the user with unsurpassed ergonomic support. Finally, a conference area, right, features a Reff meeting table and Life chairs.

Sector Focus: Healthcare